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ARRIAGE DRIVING magazine
is honoured to be described
by those in the harness world
as their ‘carriage driving
bible’, a term which reflects
the magazine’s unrivalled coverage of all
aspects of the carriage driving domain.
From its traditional roots to its more
modern aspects, Carriage Driving
magazine covers all the carriage driving
disciplines, with in depth articles,
absorbing interviews and expert advice,

as well as articles on carriage driving
history and its fascinating traditions. With
outstanding content and boasting strong
links with all the carriage driving societies
and associations, Carriage Driving is able
to offer its readers an unequalled insight
into the world of carriage driving.
Uniquely passionate about their sport,
our readers are keen to find out about
equine related products or services which
offer that extra something to fuel their
passion, helps them top the line-up, or

just to care for the beloved harness horses
or ponies a bit better, so if you want
to promote your business or sell your
range of products in the world of carriage
driving – then Carriage Driving magazine
is the place to be seen!

Georgie Green,
Editor, Carriage Driving

Why is Carriage Driving unique?

Georgie Green,

Editor

georgie.green@markallengroup.com
01722 717025
Carriage Driving readers are passionate
about their sport. As a lifelong equestrian,
Editor, Georgie Green is determined the
magazine not only encompasses the wide
and varying disciplines but is also there to
ensure readers are up to date with what is
happening in their world.

The Carriage Driving reader
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With an age span which covers
everything from juniors to octogenarians
and beyond, our readers range from
those that have a general interest in
carriage driving, to those participating
at the highest level of competition. The
magazine enjoys a loyal following, with
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readers often contributing articles,
letters, and reports, and all the main
carriage driving organisations actively
participating in the magazine’s content,
making it the most comprehensive
carriage driving magazine available
in the UK.

Circulation, distribution and reach

2020

Kate shows how
to take on trials

A bright future
rescued Grahamfor

Carriage Driving is dedicated entirely to
sport and recreation with the harness
horse. Trusted, respected and loved
throughout the whole of the international
driving community, Carriage Driving puts
quality content at the core of its editorial
intent and remains the only essential
publication for the driving enthusiast.
• Published for over 32 years
• Recognised as the most authoritative
carriage driving title within the
international driving community
• Unrivalled coverage of every part of
the carriage driving scene

18/02/2020

12:28

www.carriage-driving.com

Carriage Driving’s readership profile
spans all ages, social backgrounds and
occupations, from landed gentry and
those with Royal connections, to the local
carriage driver. The magazine boasts
strong associations with all the major
driving organisations, built up over many
years, and is held in exceptionally high
esteem because of this. Between them

@CarriageMag

our readers own a total of over 27,000
horses and ponies and nearly 15,000
carriages. Carriage Driving is published in
the UK which is distributed and enjoyed
worldwide which is wholly dedicated
to the world of the harness horse. The
magazine has also established a highlyengaged and interactive audience through
its social channels.

/CarriageDrivingMag

Superb updates, reports and knowledgeable articles;
well written and positioned by excellent,
knowledgeable contributors and reporters.
Neil Wray

HEAVY HORSES

SHIBDEN HALL

At home with
Gentleman Jack

SHIBDEN HALL

with
In the second part of our series
how
Operation Centaur, we discover
they ensure centuries of tradition
with Shire Horses in London
continues to thrive.

series Gentleman Jack

Photos: © Calderdale Museums

L

18

ast year, Sunday night drama viewers
form an eclectic mix which was mainly put
were treated to the sight of a lady
together in the 1950s as part of the Folk
driving a coach and four through
Museum appended to the 15th century Hall.
the narrow streets of Halifax in 1832.
The driver was none other than Karen Bassett,
The Collection
acting as a stunt double for Anne Lister - or,
Pride of place in the Shibden collection goes
as she was known in the film, Gentleman Jack.
to the original Lister Chaise which is one of
With horses and replication carriages supplied
the world’s oldest carriages, dating back to
by the Devil’s Horsemen the series was a fest
1725. It bears the Lister coat of arms and crest
for carriage driving enthusiasts, even though
and was restored to its original green and gold
the purists might have raised an eyebrow on
colours in the 1950s (it appeared as a yellow
occasion at lapses in historic detail.
reproduction in the TV series). Suspended on
Since the filming of Gentleman Jack visitors
stiff leather it might not have made for the
have flocked to Anne Lister’s ancestral home
most comfortable of rides – Collections Officer
at Shibden Hall near Halifax in droves. Less
2020
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that the
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also has a
that you would be swaying and rocking for
collection of original carriages and all their
most of the journey - but it is a rare original
accoutrements housed behind the main house
and valued for its direct connection to the
in a 17th century aisled barn. The carriages
Lister family. Despite the dramatic drive in the
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hether they’ve had a Lockdown
are
break or not, many horses
extra
likely to be carrying a little
with access to the
condition, at the moment,
them back in to
spring grass. If you’re bringing
their diets to help
work, you’ll need to reassess

support the transition.
and time
If you’re looking to cut costs,
those who
input, it’s easy to stop “feeding”
and meeting or
are turned out completely
on the
exceeding their calorie requirements
extensive analyses
spring grass. However, our
many years and
over
forages,
and
of pasture
reveal that modern
from all over the country,
is deficient in
hay, haylage and grazing
minerals and often in protein.
for feeding a low
This makes a strong case
what’s lacking in
calorie balancer to supply
associated with
forages, without the calories
ensure the horse is
a mix or cube, which will
nutrients, without
not missing out on essential
in particular,
adding to the waistline. Ponies,
on grass alone but, if
may survive perfectly well
or performance out
you’re expecting any kind
months, nutritional
of them, over the coming
can step up to the
support now will ensure they
good muscle tone and
plate with strong hooves,
a healthy metabolism.

to work, it’s
In the early stages of a return
diet will continue
likely that your horse’s resting
chosen mix, cube
to suffice, as long as your
manufacturer’s
or balancer is being fed to
a fully
recommendations. Underfeeding
circumstance,
any
in
feed,
balanced compound
getting the daily
will mean the horse is not
minerals
recommended levels of vitamins,
calculated by
and protein, which have been
are then adhered to
independent scientists and
by all feed manufacturers.

Fully Balanced

recommendations,
Based on these scientific
to provide
mixes and cubes are all formulated
protein and
a balance of vitamins, minerals,
with a fully balanced
calories to provide a horse
and according
diet, when fed alongside forage
Balancers provide
to bodyweight and workload.
without the calorie
all the essential nutrients,
sole concentrate,
element, so are ideal, as the
added to reduced
for good-doers, or can be
to bring nutrient
amounts of a mix or cube
unwanted calories.
levels up without adding
horse’s
As workload increases, the
minerals and protein
requirements for vitamins,
so, even if they are
increases correspondingly
requirements from
managing to meet calorie
DED ICAT
fat and forage/
ED TO
a combination of stored body
SPO RT
be adjusted
to
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Drivi
pasture, their diet will need
EATI ON
needs.
WITH
THE
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to meet these growing nutritional
HAR NESS
the simple equation
main component
SE need to lose weight,
they
IfHOR
Protein, for example, is the
wond er
applies and, if the
and is supplied in
erland
of “calories in < calories out”
of muscle and body tissue
through exercise is
so working horses,
increase in calories burned
limited amounts by forage
loss,
weight
sufficient
physique we are
not enough to encourage
particularly those whose
to be moderated.
top line, strength etc),
(build
access to pasture may need
improve
to
looking
, muzzling
tion.
This can be through strip-grazing
will require appropriate supplementa
pasture but,
and/or turning out on poorer
may be effective,
while reducing turnout time
Quality Nutrients
ponies, in particular,
of protein in a horse’s
research has shown that
It is not the just the level
off grass for too
is the quality and
will gorge themselves if kept
diet that counts though, it
much, if not more,
individual amino
long and so can eat just as
this is determined by the
in a shorter space of time.
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a practical point of
So what does this mean from
is currently getting
view? If your horse or pony
or gaining
nothing but grass and is maintain
a balancer,
condition, personally, I’d introduce
gradually, over seven
now (as with all new feeds,
horse’s
June | July
2020
days). Choose one to suit your
to ten
workload
current and, hopefully, increasing
again, as workload
and be prepared to change
or less, of
progresses. If he’s on half rations,
a balancer at an
his normal mix or cube, add
levels up. The
appropriate level to pull nutrient
you can
how
of
idea
chart below gives a rough
of mix/cube
increase, or decrease, quantities
calorie levels, while
and balancer to vary dietary
balance of nutrients.
maintaining an optimum
in moderate work.
Example for a 500kg horse
for some horses, it’s
This is a broad guideline and,
amounts with a feed
probably worth checking
company nutritionist.
a low energy
If you are currently feeding
are increasing the
high fibre mix or cube and
consider switching up
workload, you will need to
as your horse’s calorie
to a higher energy option
change over can be
requirements increase. This
balancer/mix/cube
done in a similar way to the
prefer to keep a
combination although, if you
feed, while in
horse or pony on a lower energy
add a balancer again,
harder work, you’ll need to
nutrients up.
to bring levels of essential
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it is made up.
acid “building blocks” of which
the horse’s
With the right dietary components,
amino acids but
body can manufacture most
of “essential” ones,
there are a small number
which have to
like methionine and lysine,
diet. Good quality
be included in the horse’s
acids and
amino
protein supplies these essential
alfalfa, micronised
is found in ingredients like
(a by-product of the
soya and distillers’ grains
brewing industry).
quality protein
Choosing a feed with good
for the appropriate
sources, and formulated
at recommended
workload, then feeding it
muscle and top
levels should build the desired
expensive amino acid
line without the need for
training or exercise is
supplementation. Correct
s physique develop
necessary to help the horse’
youngsters,
unbacked
even
in the correct way;
exercise naturally, will
who are able to roam and
their genetics dictate,
develop muscle, as far as
appropriate levels
as long as their diet supplies
of good quality protein.

WELFARE

Electrolyte Support

and gradual increase
With the warmer weather
horses will sweat more
in workload, it’s likely that
magnesium
and lose electrolyte salts, including
in muscle
and calcium, which are involved
quality electrolyte
function. The use of a good

Higher Calorie Diet

d, whenever a
is therefore to be recommende
salts are replaced,
horse sweats, to ensure these
after exercise
aiding rehydration and recovery
correct muscle function.
and helping to support
The Lister Chaise, which
dates
is
supplying all that
This way, not only is the diet
backtissue
frombut
1725
muscle
necessary to build and repair
muscles can function
we are also ensuring these
ability.
their
of
best
to the
remains as to
While uncertainty
www.carriage-driving.com 43
and
shows
the prospect of a return of
feeding and training
competitions, adjusting
in optimum
now, to ensure horses are
adapt more easily
20/01/2021
condition, should help them
the time comes.
and be ready to roll, when

baileyshorsefeeds.co.uk

Low Calorie Diet

Medium Calorie Diet
1.5 –2kg
Mix or Cubes

3 – 4kg
Mix or Cubes

No Mix or Cubes

:

:

:

Slow Release Calories

and some
Not all horses are good-doers
to maintain, or
need extra dietary calories
work. We’re
gain condition, and fuel their
those handling
all doing our best to keep
safe as possible, at
and exercising horses as

500g
Balancer

250g
Balancer

No Balancer

for dietary protein
Just as the horse’s requirements
workload, so does his
and calories increase with
These are involved
need for vitamins and minerals.
processes throughout
in many of the metabolic
of energy from
the body, including the release
also vital components
food, whilst minerals are
bone and muscle.
of body tissues, including
the levels of
Like protein, it is not just
matter but also
these nutrients in a diet which
which
supplied
the form in which they are
body can absorb
determines how easily the
them. Reputable
them from the food and utilise
“chelated” minerals
feed manufacturers will use
molecules, to
which are attached to protein
and available
make them more easily absorbed
that levels of
to the horse, and will ensure
minerals are higher
“antioxidant” vitamins and
in feeds for increased workloads.
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Advertising

Calendar

We offer a range of advertising options
and packages. Our magazine attracts
advertisers from all areas of the equine
world, from feed and supplements
through to hoof care and healthcare. For
the driver our advertisers promote their
trades and services, carriages, harness,
accoutrements and show wear for driver
and horse. We also have a ‘buy and sell’ for
individuals who have single items to sell.

Our beautiful calendar is so popular we
often sell out; it’s also sent out free to all
our subscribers who can’t wait for it to
drop through their letterbox along with
the December/January issue! With all the
main carriage driving events for the year,
some wonderful carriage driving imagery
and handy space to write day-to-day
activities, it’s become a firm favourite in
the Carriage Driving stable!
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conditioning and
sources carefully. Traditional
be cereal-based but
competition feeds tend to
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there is now a growing choice
supplying slow
low cereal (starch) options,
fibre and oil.
release calories from digestible
or stressy type,
For the particularly sensitive
prone to gastric
feeds formulated for horses
these are unlikely to
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will support gastric
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efficiency
digestive
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Special measures have

been taken at Hampton Court,
work
allowing horses to return to

TV series where Anne Lister supposedly takes
over the reins, Angela doubts if this would ever
have happened in reality: “Anne had two horses
and we know that they were both ridden and
driven but there is no record of her driving.
The Listers were keen to be seen as well off and
high born so they would probably have been
driven rather than drive themselves.”

The Park Drag which was
replicated for the tv series

Photo: EquipassionUK

Shibden Hall was the focus of the BBC drama

Susan Dunne visits the small but fascinating carriage collection at Shibden Hall,
home of Anne Lister 19th century landowner and diarist

started
early 500 years ago, Henry VIII
the process to acquire the ultimate
war horse. In 1535 and 1540, he
the
instigated two acts that governed
with the aim to
breeding of horses in England,
a man in heavy
develop a horse that could carry
for
credited naming
armour into battle. The King is
Shire – from
this powerful new breed of horses
means to shear or
the Saxon word schyran, which
with ‘county’.
divide, hence the name synonymous
in
The Shire became important both
the combustion
agriculture and industry, until
almost disappear
engine took over, making them
London, today
overnight. Once ubiquitous across
The Rare
Shire horses are rarer than pandas.
are 1500
there
estimates
Breeds Survival Trust
Shire horses left world-wide.
horses
It is fitting therefore to find Shire
Hampton
working at the home of King Henry,
at Hampton Court
Court Palace. The Shire horses
who have the last
are part of Operation Centaur,
London. They live
herd of working Shire horses in
reserve that is
in Home Park, a 650-acre nature
and were once
also home to a herd of fallow deer,
court.
the hunting grounds to the Tudor
of October, the
Usually from Easter until the end
in the East
Hampton Court Shires can be visited
horse-drawn tram,
a
to
put
are
They
Gardens.
Front
hidden corners
giving visitors a relaxed tour of the
of Home Park and
of the gardens, with great views
vehicles such as
the River Thames. Horse-drawn
Victorian times at
the tram became popular during
Victoria’s opening
Hampton Court, following Queen
of the gardens to the public in 1838.
of Heavy
This year is slightly different. Head
the Covid19
Horses Tom Nixon explains: “With
closed its
pandemic, Hampton Court Palace
we couldn’t
doors to the public which meant

CARRIAGE DRIVING HISTORY

Other notable vehicles are the Park Drag
which was also replicated in the TV series.
Originally a large stage coach before coming
into private ownership, the Drag is upholstered
in blue and boasts the convenience of a toilet
under one of the seats. There is also a Post
Chaise which was used with teams for longdistances, the horses being changed every
10 miles or so at inns or Posting Houses. The
grandest carriage in the collection is the rare
State Chariot with fine carvings and gold
plated fittings designed to show off the owner’s
wealth for the entire world to see.
Perhaps the most poignant sight in the
barn is an early horse drawn ambulance built
in 1912. This wooden vehicle was used in
Halifax before the First World War when it
was requisitioned to take wounded soldiers
from the station to several temporary
hospitals and convalescent homes in the area.
It contains stretcher beds for two patients
and a seat for an attendant and has rubber
tyres and suspension to make for a more
comfortable journey.

N

£4.95

Carriage Driving has been serving
the driving community for over
32 years. Our comprehensive
guide to sport and recreation with
the harness horse is the perfect
companion to any enthusiast. Inside
every issue, our readers discover:
• Unrivalled coverage of both the
national and international carriage
driving scene, written by a panel of
expert writers.
• Fascinating insights into the history
and traditions of carriage driving
• Packed full of stunning photography
from events and shows
• Focus on the up-and-coming stars
and lives of the sports’ best known
personalities
• Expert training advice on driving
skills for all levels and equine
management from accredited
instructors and coaches
Every issue is published digitally for
mobile, tablet and desktop, allowing
our readers to download and search
through thousands of articles when
on the move.

CARRIAGE DRIVING HISTORY
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Fit for
a King

SHIRES IN THE CITY
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Digital advertisement rates
www.carriage-driving.com is packed with up to date
news, events and results. The Carriage Driving website
can help you generate client relationships with website
visitors from the carriage driving world who need your
services, products or advice.
Advertising opportunities on the landing page:
SLIDE BANNER: A great option for attracting extra
attention to your business, event or products. The
banner will be linked to your website.
SPOTLIGHT: Is an option suitable for featuring a
product, business or event. We offer both static and animated opportunities. It will be linked to your website.

1 month

3 months

Specification

Slide banner

£90

£200

(w) 1130 x (h) 545px. Supplied as static JPEG

Spotlight

£60

£120

(w) 300 x (h) 250px. Supplied as static JPEG or animated GIF

Magazine advertisement rates
Position

1 Issues

3 Issues

6 Issues

Advert specification

Full-page

£685

£585

£500

(w) 230 x (h) 297mm (Add a 3mm bleed)

Half-page

£485

£385

£307

Landscape: (w) 196 x (h) 130mm | Portrait: (w) 94.5 x (h) 267mm

Quarter page

£285

£185

£157

(w) 94.5 x (h) 130mm

Calendar strip advert
(One month in calendar copy deadline 28.10.22)

£349

N/A

N/A

(w) 277 x (h) 36mm
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2022/23 production schedule
Cover date

Editorial submissions
deadline

Advertisement booking and
ad copy deadline

Publication
(on sale) date

February/March 2022

03/01/22

10/01/22

28.01.22

April/May 2022

28/02/22

07/03/22

25.03.22

June/July 2022

03/05/22

09/05/22

27.05.22

August/September 2022

04/07/22

11/07/22

29.07.22

October/November 2022

30/08/22

05/09/22

23.09.22

December 2021 / January 2023

31/10/22

07/11/22

25/11/22

Contact:
Jane Kennedy, jane.kennedy@markallengroup.com or 01722 717018

www.carriage-driving.com

www.carriage-driving.com

@CarriageMag

/CarriageDrivingMag

